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Descriptive Summary
Title: Santa Paula Businesses: Sales Slips
Dates: 1934-1965
Collection Number: 30
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 14 examples of used sales slips from businesses in Santa Paula
Repository: Santa Paula Historical Society
Santa Paula, California 93060
Abstract: Sales slips used by 14 businesses in Santa Paula as examples
Language of Material: English
Access
none
Publication Rights
none
Preferred Citation
Santa Paula Businesses: Sales Slips. Santa Paula Historical Society
Acquisition Information
unknown
Biography/Administrative History
none
Scope and Content of Collection
These are used sales slips form the following businesses: Jay Hight Radio/TV, Watkins hardware, Janss Investment, Peoples Lumber Co, H. B. Skillen Mortuary, Edward S. Lawrence, Glen City Service Station, Morrison Pharmacy, Chibos Martket, The Mill, Franklin Furniture, SP Orange, Safeway, Couch's Drugs